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Location TMI NUCLEAR STATIONSubject NRC INSPECTION REPORT 80-08 FINAL REPORT
REPORT PERIOD: 3/26/80 THROUGH 4/30/80 Date MAY 9, 1980

To DISTRIBUTION

ATTENDEES: G. J. Troffer D. Haverkamp

R. S. Harbin 6

No Unit 1 items of non-compliance were identified during the inspection.1.

One unresolved item was identified during the inspection (289/80-08-01).2.
During the spent resin tank overflow that occurred on March 31,1980, in
which approximately 15 gallons of resin were spilled on the auxiliary
building floor, the incident was treated as a local emergency but never re-
ported as such by the Shift Supervisor (was reported as an item of public
interest). D. Haverkamp has since discussed this item with G. Giangi and
M. Ross and conveyed his concern that we continue to use approved (and not,

proposed) emergency reporting procedures and that the appropriate operations
'

(Since thispersonnel be instructed on the proper use of these procedures.
discussion, M. J. Ross has resolved the concern by discussing with eachG. Giangi
Shift Supervisor the use of proper procedures for reportine.)
committed to reissuing procedures to improve clearity _a the requirements

for reporting items falling into the following three categories:
.

1. Events classified as:

a. Unusual
b. Local
c. Site
d. General

|
2. Events classified as of public interest

Events classified under the requirements of 10CFR50.72 (12 items).3.
I

As it stands now, the TCN to AP-1044 being used in the control room is
not clear.

ACTION: G. Giangi
:D C 0 9

P pop

There were several items thought to be of potential interest to Unit I
!

Management / Personnel.
;

The attached list of 1980 NRC Inspections was provided for informationa)'y , (see attachment 1).f.
There has been a long-standing legal controversy over requirements forM b) establishing a " Radiation Area". Stanbak intends to brin this con-#pA

F sTurces"

ge@p/ troversy to a head and force theIt v that are deemedWdWmain for greater than 5 days) Shanbaky feels- 'p'

I >h INTER-OFFICE MEMORANDUM
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NRC INSPECTION 80-08 -2- MAY 9, 1980
O
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the area should be treated as a Radiation trea if the levels are
above .8 MR/hr. figure. .8 MR/hr. is based on:

100 MR/ week = 83 MR/hr*5 days /wk. x 24 hr./ day

Shanbaky intends to have his people begin looking for areas that are
greater than .8MR/hr. and not treated as Radiation area.

ACTION: W. Potts/W. Heward (Info. only)

c) Unit 2 items of non-compliance identified during inspection:

1. . February 6 and March 6 SampleBomb shipments to B&W
leaked because the balms did not have caps on the
connections.

ACTION: E. C. Fuhrer (Info. only)_

2. Shipment of liquid waste was improperly made in a " Spec.
7" container.

ACTION: E. C. Fuhrer (Info. only)_

3. Inspector Plumlee was denied access to Unit 2 Control
Room and was made to undergo an unreasonable delay
(1 to lh hours) to get authorization from Unit 2
Shift management.

ACTION: M. J. Ross (Info. only)
SS/SF
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R.<S. HARBIN /-
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cc: Attendees
,

i Action Parties
: J. G. Herbein

B. Ballard
J. J. Colitz
D. Dyckman

( R. Fenti
C. E. Hartman - PORC Chairman for review with PORC as applicable.
T. M. Hawkins
G. P. Miller
M. J. Ross
D. M. Shovlin

l M. J. Stromberg
R. J. Toole
File
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ATTACHMENT I

TMI-I NRC INSPECTIONS

INSPECTION f DATES COVERED SUBJECT INSPECTOR (S)

80-01 1/05/80 - 1/31/80 OPS /HP Haverkamp

80-02 2/01/80 - 2/29/80 OPS /HP Haverkamp/
Shanbaky

80-03 2/01/80 - 3/27/80 Security Guard / Shepard
Guide

80-04 2/01/80 - 2/29/80 Construction /QA Gage

80-05 2/27/80 - 2/29/80 Construction /QA Napuda

80-06 3/03/80 - 3/31/80 Construction /QA Gage
'

80-07 3/ 21/80 Special Invest. Durr
(Const./QA?)

80-08 3/16/80 - 4/30/80 OPS /QA Haverkamp/

-
Shanbaky

80-09 4/01/80 - 4/30/80 Construction /QA Gage

80-10 5/01/80 - 5/31/80 OPS /HP Napuda

80-11 4/28/80 - 5/02/80 QA Napuda

80-12 4/23/80 - 4/25/80 Security - North Ladun
~

i

Gate Ingident

80-13 5/05/80 - 5/30/80 Construction /QA Gage

.
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| PART 20 o STANDARDS FOR PROTECTION AGAINS RADIATION !
'

ttD limits specified in Appendix "D'*, reduce the cancentrttion cf radionuclides equipment by:
Tabla l1 cf this part.cacept as tuth:rised in emuents prior to their release. 81) Each individual who nters a re-*'

pursuant to i 20.302 or paragraph (b) of (d) For the purposes of this section stricted area under such circumstasm

this secuen. Wr purposes of this see- the concentration limits in Appendix "B", that he receives, or is hktly to receive.

Lion concentrations may be averaged over Table II c,f this part shall apply at the a dose in any calendar quarter in exem
a period not greater than one year. boundary of the teatricted area. The of 25 percent of the appbcable value

OI concentration of radioactive material specified in paragraph f a) of I 20.101. !
(b) An application for a license or

amendment may include proposed limits discharmed through a stack, pipe or sim. (2) Each individual under 18 years of
higher than those specuted in para- Ilar condult.may be determined with age who enters a restricted area tmder

graph (a) of this secuon. 'Ihe Coesmis- respect to the point where the material such circumstances that he receives. or
leaves the conduit. If the conduit dis. is likely to receive, a dose in any calen-

rion will approve the proposed limita
if the applicant demonstrates: charges within the restricted area, the dar quarter in excess of 5 percent of

t!) That the applicant has made a concentrauon at the boundary may be the applicable value specified in para-
determined by applying appropriate graph ta) of 1 20.101,reasonable eNort to minimise the radio-

activity contained in emuents to un- M actors for dilution, dispersion, or decay (3) Each individual who enters a highf

b radiation area.
That it is not likely that radio .3 etween the point of discharge and therestricted areas; and

boundary. (b) As used in this part,(2)
active materlaf discharged in the emuent r (e) In addition to limiting concen* (1) " Personnel monitoring equipment"
would result in the exposure of an indl. S trations in emuent streams, the Com- means devices designed to be worn or
vidual to concentrations of radlosctive 2 mission may limit quantitles of radio- arried by an individual for the purpose

g(; film badges, pocket chambers, pocket
material in air or water exceeding the active materials released in air or water

f measuring the dose received (e. g
limits specifled in Appendix "B", Table during a specified period of time if it

II of this part. appears that the daily intake of radio.

(c) An application for higher limits acuve material from air, water, or food se dosimeters, film rings, etc.) ;
''

pursuant to paragraph (b) of this sec. by a suitable sample of an exposed pop- (2) " Radiation area" means any area," .

tion shall include informat. ion demon. ulation group, averaged over a period Is accessible to personnel, in which there -

strating that the applicant has made a not exceeding one year, would otherwise exists radiation, originating in whole or

reasonable effort to minimise the radio. esceed the daily intake resulting from in part within licensed material * at such
activity discharged in emuents to unre. sonMauous exposure to air or water con- ;

stricted areas, and shall include, as Weing one-third the concentration of levels that a major portion of the body

pertinent: 8""""'tive materials specified in Ap. could receive in any one hour a dose in ,

(1) Information as to flow rates, total pendix "B", Table II of this part. excess of 5 millirem, or in any 5 con-
|

each radionuclide in the emuent, and con. not apply to disposal of radioactive ma- millirems; ' *Ivolume of emuent, peak concentration of (f) The provisions of this section do secutive days a dose in excess of 100

centration of each radionuclide in the terial into sanitary sewe. age systems. (3) "High radiation area" means any
which is governed by i 20.303 area, accessible to personnel, in whichsmuent averaged over a period of one

5 20.107 Medical diagno i. and alierapy. there exists radiation originating in
as ube pip , lar dul * wh le r in part within licensed mate-

h (2) d desc'rtption of the properties of Nothing in the regulations in this part rial at such levels that a major portion
" the emuents, including: shall be interpreted as limiting the in-*

U) chemical composition: tentional exposure of patients to radia- of the body could receive in any one hour
g
a (ii) physical characterisucs, including tion for the purpose of medical diagnosis a dose in excess of 100 millirem.

2[g suspended solida content in liquid emu- or medical therapy.
ents, and nature of gas or aerosol for air
emuents: $ 20.108 Orders requiring furni.fiins of g

Ull) the hydrogen ion concentrations buvanesy meruce.. e 5 20.203 cauiion eisn., I.I.el., .isnal.,
a and conervis.(pH) of liquid efEuents; and Where necessary or dcatrable in order

Uv) the stae range of particulates in to aid in determining the extent of an M
Emuents relemmed into air. Individual's exposure to concentrations L

(3) A description of the anticipated of radioactive material, the Core. mission -

human occupancy in the unrestricted may incorporate appropriate provisions (a) General. (1) Except as otherwise
area where the highest concentration of in any license, directing the licensee to authorized by the Commission, sym.
radioactive material from the emuent is make availahic to the individual appro. bols prescribed by this section shall use
$Xpected, and. In the came of a river or priate bio-assay services and to furnish the conventional radiation caution colors

.

stream, a description of water uses down- a copy of the reports of such services to -(magenta or purple on yellow back-
ttream favm the point of release of the , the Commission, ground). The symbol prescribed by this

{c on is the conventional three-bladedUnformation as to the highest con 3 PRECAUUoNARY Paccrnvars(4)
centration of each radionuclide in an " $ 20.201 Sur.cye.
unrestricted area, including anticipated a tal As used in the regulations in this
concentrations averagat over a period of $ part, " survey" means an evaluation of

the radiation hazards incident to the pro-
i) I air at any point of human oc-

duction, use, release, disposal, or pres.wpancy w ence of radioactive materials or other(ii) In water at points of use down-
s urces of radiation under a specific set

stream from the point of releasd of the

1 muent. of conditions. When appropriate. such
2
; (5) The background concentration of evaluation includes a physical survey of
tradionuclides in the receiving river or the location of materials and equipment,

and measurements of levels of radiationstream prior to the release of liquid
* g,aent. or concentrations of radioactive material,

(8) A description of the environmental present.

monitoring equipment, including sensi. (b) Each licensee shall make or cause
tivity of the system, and proesdares and to be made such surveys as may be neces.

calculations to determine concentrations sary for him to comply with the regula-
of radionuclides in the unrestricted area tions in this part.
gnd possible reconcentrations of radio- $ 20.202 Personnel nionieoring.
huclides (a) Each licensee shall supply appro-

(7) A description of tM waste treet- priate personnel monitoring equipment
:

ment facilities and proc jures usal to to, and shall require the use of suchg

.

September 1,1978g
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PETITIONS FOR HULE MAKING
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* * control requir m:nts of to CIR Pzrts 19 A rzdirtion crei is ons in which th2 monitored cccordmg tp $ 20.202. cnd the
cnd 20. Detailed discussion of these dose to personnel could exceed 5 individuals' doses mamtamed as low as
relationships follows. The arguments millirems in 1 hour or 100 milbrems in is reasonably achievable as well as
presented by commenters opposing the any 5 consecutive days, and must be below the dose-limiting standards ,
petitioned change basically were similar posted with a sign or signs bearing the specified in il 20.101 and 20.104.10 CFR
t)those of the NRC staff and are sei radiation symbol and the words Part 20. These controls ensure that
forth below. CAUTION-RADIATION AREA.If the individuals are aware of their entry into

IIistorically, i 20.105. " Permissible dose could exceed 100 millirems in 1 a restricted area.The NRC staff believes
levels of radiation in unrestricted hour, the area must be classified as a that the additional measure of posting
creas". was debberately worded high radiation area must be posted with signs at the restricted area boundary is
differently from the defmition of a sign or signs bearing the radiation unnecessary. As an individual
radiation area set forth in i 20.202(b)(2). symbol and the words Caution-liigh progressas inside of a licensee's
The underlying philosophy was that, Radiation Area, and additional controls restricted area, the regulations provide
because hcensees cannot control the imposed. for progressive levels of posting for
activities of individuals in (unrestricted) An airborne radioactivity area is one radiation areas and high radiation areas
creas outside of the licensees control, in which the concentration of airborne and for varying degrees of control by
the regulations should be expressed in radioactive material exceed specified alarms and interlocked devices that
terms of limitations on the levels of limits. These areas must be posted with prevent entry until the dose rates are
radiation and the concen rations of a sign or signs bearing the radiation reduced cr automatically reduc'e the
radioactive material in effluents that symbol and the words Caution- dose rates present
licensees may permit to be released to Airborne Radioactivity Area. In if the petitioned changes were made

.

unrestricted areas. These radiation addition. any area in which radiaoactive to the definition of radiation area.
levels and effluent concentrations were materials exceeding specified limits are licensees would be required to post at

*

derived such that, with assumed used or stored must be posted with a lower instantaneous dose rates than at
probabilities. including full-time sign or signs bearing the radiation present. that is, at 2 millirems rather *

occupancy (7 days per week). It would symbol and the words Caution- than 5 millireme per hou . Posting would
be unlikely that any individual in the Radioactive Materials, also be required at lower steady-state b
population would receive doses greater In their simplest form, these area dose rates because the petitioned
than 10 percent of the occupational designations envision a restricted area. change would specify 100 millirems in
dose-limiting standards recommended defined for example by a fence for any 7 ratheMhan 5 consecutive days.
by the International Commission on access control. and a building and that is at 03 rather than 0.8 millirems
Radiological Protection (ICRP), the rooms within posted as radiation areas. per hour, even though a majority of
N tional Council on Radiation high radiation areas. etc. If operations workers are on the lob 5 days a week. It
Protection and Measurements (NCRP). planned by a licensee could result in would appear that these changes would
end the Federal Radiation Council dose rates outside of the fence that may result in only very small improvement in
(FRC). The FRC function is now part of exceed one or more of the limits radiation protection precuces and very
the responsibihty of the Environmental estabbshed for unrestricted areas little or no reduction in radiation doses
Prrtection Agency. (i 20.105). the licensee must either to v-orkers. Indeed, the petitioned

lhe NRC's regulations in 10 CFR Part modify the operations or the facilities in change would be counterproductive for
20 provide for the control of personnel which they are to be conducted to it would have the disadva'ntage of
cxposures to radiation and radioactive reduce the dose rates. or take steps to eliminating the requirement for posting
m;terial through the establishment of restrict the additional area in which the of any warning signs inside of the
five different types of areas with varying dose rates may exist. The regulations in restricted area until dose rates reached
degrees of prescribed protection- 10 CFR Part 20 recognize the practicality 100 millirema per hour. The NRC staff is

There are two basic types of areas. of establishing a restricted area and c neerned that this could result inunrestricted and restricted; within controlling access for purposes of unnecessary exposure of workers.
restricted areas there may be radiation radiation protection at Some physical Further, as noted by persons
areas high radiation areas, and airborne barrier that may be remote from the c mmmung on the peuhon. those
radioactivity areas. radioactive material and any associated installations constructed to meet 5

An unrestricted area is one that is not radiation dose rates. Inside of the millirems per hour requirements may
, controlled by the licensee for purposes restricted area there may exist dose require structural modifications in order

,

af radiation protection. Ilowever- rates above 2 millirems per hour without t meet a 2 millirem per hour
permiss:ble levels of radiation in

further required posting until dose rates Nguirements.
unrestricted areas are specified reach 5 millirems per hour at which time The petitioned amendment to the
($ 20.105, and listed above). as are the area must be posted as a radiation regulabons in 10 CFR Part 20 would -

; . concentrations of radioactive material
,! th t may be released in effluents to area. Inside of the radiation area dose require establishment and posting of the
i

|. unrestricted areas. If one or more of the rates may exist above 5 millirems per restricted area boundary at the point

limits is hkely to be exceeded the hour without additional posting until where the dose rate equals that

j affected area must be classified as a dose rates reach too milbrems per hour permitted in unrestricted areas. The,,

rgstricted area. at which time the area must be posted staff does not consider such action
as a high' radiation area and other desirable because it v>ould not recognize

.A restricted area is any area access to controls imposed' the practicality of estailishing the
- vyhich is controlled by the licensee for
purposes of radiation protection. Within Ibsting f areas is only one of the restricted area at some physical barrier

that may be remote from the areas in
e eestricted area a graduated scale of *",,I*[,C'"'' i d

which radiation dose rates exist or, , , ,,d r. protective measures is imposed ""** #I " ' ' ' " '
areas. Th.a restricted area are to bee individuals entering thelicensees are required to 1:npose at the

' cccording to the degree of hazard ,scensee
! present. Included in these protective

measures are requirements for caution subject to the licensee s control. must be boundary of tue restricted area.
'*

The petitioner referred to OSilA's
t : , signs for the types of areas mentioned instructed commensurate with the risk regulations in i 1910.145,29 CFR 1910,i ghay,, il IR12.10 CFR Part 19). must be that call for the provision of warning
; ? ,

I September 28.1979 P R M.50 T
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